ALICE CRAWLEY
Quantum Transformation Leader, Coach, Author
and Speaker
In a world fraught with anxieties and addictions, Alice
Crawley is an expert in helping people navigate a path
to greater connection, clarity and confidence in their
lives to achieve personal and professional success.
Whether you're looking to encourage your audience to
unlock their unlimited possibilities and potential, or
connect with others for greater impact, Alice will
motivate and inspire as she explains how we can use
the deepest powers of our hearts and minds to
counter the crises and complexities of the 21st
century.
Drawing on her lived experience battling debilitating
debt, ADHD, anorexia and addictions, Alice throws a
spotlight on the transformation tools and techniques
needed to find focus, flow and freedom in a modern
life.
A highly experienced public speaker, Alice can work
with you to create a customised presentation for your
virtual or live event, or can deliver one of her three signature presentations:
•

On the Way to Wonderland – the story of Alice’s journey from emotional and financial
ruin to personal and fiscal freedom, which has inspired others to transform their selfworth, finances and lives.

•

The Power of Quantum ConnectionTM – Alice explains how we can unlock unlimited
potential, possibilities and prosperity with the power of our hearts and minds.

•

Own the Future You - Drawing on her own experience, Alice unpacks the Quantum tools
and techniques that create greater connection, courage and confidence to counter the
anxieties and addictions of the 21st century.

In each presentation, Alice inspires, uplifts and motivates her audience as she delivers insights,
wisdom and practical techniques for real, transformational change with humour, humility and
impact.

About Alice
Alice Crawley is a well-respected authority in transformation, who specialises in helping people
release barriers and unhook from unhelpful patterns and behaviours to activate deep and
lasting change in their lives.
A certified master coach, counsellor, Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) practitioner,
hypnotherapist and transformation specialist, Alice’s work is founded on the Power of Quantum
Connection™- the art and science of applying quantum focus and heart-mind connection to
access your unlimited potential, possibilities and prosperity.
Alice has more than 25 years’ experience leading, coaching and supporting global teams
through complex and large-scale transformations, and is renowned for her ability to bring
professionals together to achieve exceptional results through values alignment, mindset and
behavioural change.
In her private practice, Alice specialises in helping teens, young adults and professionals
cultivate self-worth, courage and confidence for greater success, balance and freedom in an
increasingly demanding and digitally addicted world.
Drawing on her own battle against debilitating debt, depression, anxiety, anorexia and
addictions, she equips her clients with the leading-edge transformation tools and techniques
that saved and changed her life.
In her 20 years practising as coach and counsellor, she has helped thousands break through
barriers such as self-doubt, self-harm, depression, anxiety, ADHD, eating disorders and
addictions, to adapt to the relentless pace of change and complexities of the 21st century.
Alice is a highly sought-after speaker and has been featured on Nine’s Today Show, Women’s
Agenda, Kochie’s 4 Week Money Makeover, and Mamamia.
Alice also works as Transformation & Strategy Leader in the finance sector in Australia and has
worked globally as a freelance consultant, coach and transformation specialist, while
maintaining her private practice for Alice Crawley Pty Ltd. since 2005.

alice@alicecrawley.com
0414 106 332
www.alicecrawley.com

